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Transport in hot and dilute, i.e., collisionless, astrophysical and space plasmas is called “anomalous”. This
transport is due to the interaction between the particles and the self-generated turbulence by their collective
interactions. The anomalous transport has very different and not well known properties compared to the
transport due to binary collisions, dominant in colder and denser plasmas. Because of its relevance for
astrophysical and space plasmas, we explore the excitation of turbulence in current sheets prone to component-
or guide-field reconnection, a process not well understood yet. This configuration is typical for stellar coronae,
and it is created in the laboratory for which a 2.5D geometry applies. In our analysis, in addition to the
immediate vicinity of the X-line, we also include regions outside and near the separatrices. We analyze
the anomalous transport properties by using 2.5D Particle-in-Cell code simulations. We split off the mean
slow variation (in contrast to the fast turbulent fluctuations) of the macroscopic observables and determine
the main transport terms of the generalized Ohm’s law. We verify our findings by comparing with the
independently determined slowing-down rate of the macroscopic currents (due to a net momentum transfer
from particles to waves) and with the transport terms obtained by the first order correlations of the turbulent
fluctuations. We find that the turbulence is most intense in the “low density” separatrix region of guide-field
reconnection. It is excited by streaming instabilities, is mainly electrostatic and “patchy” in space, and so
is the associated anomalous transport. Parts of the energy exchange between turbulence and particles are
reversible and quasi-periodic. The remaining irreversible anomalous resistivity can be parametrized by an
effective collision rate ranging from the local ion-cyclotron to the lower-hybrid frequency. The contributions
to the parallel and the perpendicular (to the magnetic field) components of the slowly varying DC-electric
fields, balanced by the turbulence, are similar. This anomalous electric field is, however, smaller than the
contributions of the off-diagonal pressure and electron inertia terms of the Ohm’s law. This result can now
be verified by in-situ measurements of the turbulence, in and around the magnetic reconnection regions of
the Earth’s magnetosphere by the multi-spacecraft mission MMS and in laboratory experiments like MRX
and VINETA-II.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the hot and dilute astrophysical plasmas, transport
is mainly due to the interaction of the charged particles
with their collectively self-generated electromagnetic tur-
bulence. The latter replaces the binary particle collisions
responsible for the transport in denser and colder plas-
mas. Different from those collision-dominated plasmas,
the properties of the collisionless self-generated turbu-
lence depend, however, on the parameters and configu-
ration of the plasma. “Anomalous” (or turbulent) trans-
port depends, therefore, also on the plasma parameters
and configuration. Here, we focus on the role of anoma-
lous (turbulent) transport in collisionless guide-field mag-
netic reconnection. In space and astrophysical plasmas,
reconnection ubiquitously converts magnetic energy into
particle acceleration, bulk flows, and heat. In many en-
vironments, e.g., stellar atmospheres, magnetic recon-
a)Electronic mail: munozp@mps.mpg.de
nection develops in external, current-aligned, magnetic
fields. Because of this, we investigate the influence of
the strength of the external guide-magnetic-field on the
generation of the turbulence in collisionless current sheet
(CS) regions prone to magnetic reconnection. Note that
guide field reconnection is now investigated in situ by the
MMS space mission1 and by laboratory experiments.2,3.
So far, the properties of collisionless guide-field re-
connection were analyzed theoretically and by numer-
ical simulations using a number of different simplify-
ing plasma models (see, e.g., Refs. 4–8 and references
therein). A number of micro-instabilities were identified,
which can provide, in principle, anomalous transport for
collisionless reconnection. Their dependence on the guide
field strength, however, has not been completely under-
stood yet. This is particularly true with respect to re-
gions outside the immediate vicinity of the X-line, near
the separatrices, and in the exhaust (outflow) region of
reconnection. Also, it appeared to be necessary to in-
clude the consequences of the non-linear evolution of the
unstable plasma waves beyond the limits of the quasi-
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2linear theory.
To understand these issues, we carried out 2.5D
Particle-in-Cell (PiC) code simulations varying the
strength of the external (guide-) field. To verify our
approach, we compare our results with those obtained
in the limiting case of antiparallel reconnection. We
self-consistently obtain the non-linear evolution of micro-
instabilities to turbulence and investigate its influence on
the balancing of macroscopic electric fields in collisionless
guide-field reconnection (see Sec. IIIA). To further verify
our findings, we independently calculate also the corre-
lations of electromagnetic field and the turbulent plasma
fluctuations (see Sec. IIID) as well as the slowing-down
rate of the mean current due to a net momentum transfer
from particles to waves (see Sec. III B).
Since the 1970s, different mathematical approaches
and formalisms have been developed to describe the
anomalous transport in collisionless plasmas. They
mainly assumed weak turbulence so that quasi-linear ap-
proximations could be applied (see, e.g., Refs. 9–14, and
references therein). According to these results, collective-
collisionless-plasma-transport effects can be described
by an effective anomalous resistivity ηanom relating lin-
early (or tensorially) electric field and current density
as ~E = ηanom ~j, providing a term for a resistive MHD-
Ohm’s law. Such an anomalous resistivity term (which
includes ηanom) of the MHD-Ohm’s law is meant to de-
scribe the consequences of the interaction of the charged
particles with the self-generated turbulence, replacing the
binary Coulomb collisions which dominate in cold and
dense plasmas.15,16 Early simulations aiming to obtain
self-consistently ηanom used simplified setups, designed
to explicitly consider specific instabilities and to verify
predictions of the quasi-linear theory (see, e.g., Refs. 17–
20). The investigations of more realistic scenarios, in-
cluding the consideration of the nonlinear development
in the course of magnetic reconnection, had to wait un-
til more computational power became available. Note
that micro-turbulence can break the frozen-in condition
of ideal MHD in the momentum equation and heat the
plasma as collisional Joule heating not only at the X-
lines, but also near the separatrices and in the outflow
region of reconnection.
CLUSTER21–23 and more recently the MMS space
mission24 provided positive observational evidence for the
role of micro-turbulence and anomalous resistivity in re-
connection regions. There is, however, a controversy that
some authors claim that the contribution of anomalous
resistivity to the reconnection electric field is negligible,
interpreting measurements of the Polar,25 THEMIS,26
and also CLUSTER27,28 missions. Evidence for anoma-
lous resistivity was, however, found in magnetic reconnec-
tion experiments such as MRX (see Refs. 5 and 6 and ref-
erences therein). Note that these investigations revealed
that models of anomalous resistivity do not explain suffi-
ciently well the experimental results.29 Considering 2.5D
configurations we reach similar conclusions.
In this paper, we will apply a mean-field approach
to derive the terms of a generalized Ohm’s law. Let
us first briefly review the mathematical framework for
the calculation of the terms of such an equation. In our
mean-field approach, we split off the fast fluctuations of
the evolution of the slowly varying mean quantities. In
fact, macroscopically observable electromagnetic fields,
plasma parameters and variables, are mean quantities
slowly varying compared to fast fluctuations, which in-
clude microscopic variables. Hence, let us represent any
macroscopically relevant physical quantity ~A by a slowly
varying and spatially averaged (over the micro-scales of
fast variation) mean value 〈 ~A〉 and a local and instanta-
neous deviation from it δ ~A
~A = 〈 ~A〉+ δ ~A. (1)
In Eq. (1), the brackets 〈〉 stand for an appropriate time
and spatial averaging, which reveal mean quantities. The
spatial and time scales of the averaging should be chosen
in a way that they do not exceed the scales of approx-
imate homogeneity and stationarity of the variation of
~A. On the other hand, they should be large and long
enough, to average over the local and fast variations, in-
cluding microscopic fluctuations, of the turbulence (see
Sec. III E).
For a collisionless plasma, the Vlasov equation de-
scribes the evolution of the single particle distribution
function fα(~x,~v,~t) for every specie α = e, i, . . . in the
self-consistently determined electromagnetic fields ~E and
~B. The Vlasov equation includes the detailed varia-
tions including that of the fast turbulent fluctuations. Its
right-hand-side (r.h.s.) vanishes if the particle collisions
are not explicitly considered. From the Vlasov equation,
the following Boltzmann equation can be derived after
writing each term in the form given by Eq. (1):[
∂
∂t
+ ~v · ∂
∂~x
+
qα
mα
(
〈 ~E〉+ ~v × 〈 ~B〉
)
· ∂
∂~v
]
〈fα〉
=
(
∂〈fα〉
∂t
)
anom
,
= − qα
mα
〈(
δ ~E + ~v × δ ~B
)
· ∂δfα
∂~v
〉
. (2)
The left hand side (l.h.s.) of Eq. (2) contains the mean
field quantities 〈fα〉, 〈 ~E〉, 〈 ~B〉. The r.h.s. of this Boltz-
mann equation resembles a collision term, describing the
higher order correlations between the split-off fluctua-
tions of the electromagnetic fields (δ ~E, δ ~B) and the dis-
tribution function δfα (e.g., density δnα, bulk flow veloc-
ity δ~Vα, pressure tensor δPα,ij , etc.) and its derivatives
∂δfα/∂v.
Taking the first order velocity momenta of Eq. (2) and
considering only first-order fluctuations (see the articles
Ref. 30 and 31, the reviews Refs. 32 and 33, or the text-
book Ref. 34 and references therein), one obtains, for an
electron-ion plasma (with subscripts “e” and “i”, respec-
tively), a generalized two-fluid Ohm’s law for the mean
3field quantities
〈Ei〉+ εijk〈Ve,j〉〈Bk〉 = − 1
e〈ne〉
∂〈Pe,ij〉
∂xj
− me
e
d〈Ve,i〉
dt
+ ηij,anomjj . (3)
In Eq. (3), j and k are summation indices,
εijk〈Ve,j〉〈Bk〉 = (~Ve × ~B)i is the i−component
of the macroscopic convective electric field,
1/(e〈ne〉)∂〈Pe,ij〉/∂xj is the electron pressure-tensor
term, while (me/e)d〈Ve,i〉/dt = (me/e)〈Vj∂Ve,i/∂xj +
∂Ve,i/∂t〉 is usually called the “(electron) inertial term”.
In particular, the “anomalous resistivity” term ηij,anomjj
can be written as30,31
Eanom,i := −ηij,anomjj , (4)
= − 1
ne
∫
dv3 (〈δEiδfe〉+ 〈εijkvjδfeδBk〉) , (5)
= − 1〈ne〉 (〈δneδEi〉+ 〈εijkδ(neVj)δBk〉) . (6)
Note that Eq. (4) corresponds to the assumption that
the electric field is linearly (or tensorially) related to the
current density. Meanwhile, Eqs. (5) and (6) are di-
rectly derived from the averaged Vlasov equation. In
this work, we calculate the r.h.s. term of Eq. (6) for the
numerically simulated quantities by appropriately aver-
aging (see above) over the correlated fluctuations. While
these quantities were previously determined mainly by
quasi-linear calculations based on estimates of a (weak)
turbulence saturation in idealized scenarios (see the re-
view Ref. 35 and 36, the article Ref. 31, or the textbooks
Ref. 34, (Sec. 12.1) or Ref. 37, (Sec. 7.1.4), and references
therein), we obtain them directly and self-consistently.
II. SIMULATION SETUP
The setup of our simulations is described in Ref. 38.
We use the PiC-code ACRONYM.39 Since we aim at the
investigation of quasi-2.5-dimensional reconnection, we
neglect variations along the z direction. Two CSs are
initialized forming a double Harris-sheet equilibrium.40
The external guide-field strength bg along the z direction
(perpendicular to the x–y reconnection plane), is varied
in a range from bg = 0 (for the antiparallel reconnection
limit) and bg = 8 to simulate scenarios like stellar coro-
nae and laboratory experiments. Here, we express the
guide field strength normalized to the amplitude of the
antiparallel component (in the y direction) of the Harris-
CS B∞y (i.e., bg = Bz/B∞y).
The CS parameters were halfwidth L/di = 0.5, mass
ratiomi/me = 100, frequency ratio ωpe/Ωce = 4.16, tem-
perature ratio of Ti/Te = 1.0 and a background plasma
density nb/n0 = 0.2. These parameters give an electron
thermal speed of vth,e/c =
√
kBTe/me/c = 0.12, where c
is the speed of light. Other physical parameters are de-
fined as follows: n0 = ne = ni is the electron/ion plasma
density of the current-carrying population at the center
of the CS, di/e = c/ωpi/pe is the ion/electron skin depth,
ωpi/pe the ion/electron plasma frequency calculated with
the density n0, and Ωce is the electron plasma frequency
in the Harris CS magnetic field amplitude B∞y.
The numerical parameters of our simulations were: 250
and 50 particles per cell for the current-carrying and
background population, respectively (for both electron
and ion population); a simulation box size of Lx × Ly =
(20.94 di × 12.56 di) in the x–y plane, the grid spans
2500 × 1500 grid points, periodic boundary conditions
apply in the x and y directions, and the spatial (grid)
resolution was ∆x = 0.7λDe, where λDe is the electron
Debye length in the center of the CS (calculated with n0).
The timestep is chosen to satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-
Lewy (CFL) condition for light wave propagation at a
level of c∆t/∆x = 0.5.
Reconnection is initialized by a small-amplitude long-
wavelength perturbation to quickly reach a fully devel-
oped stage with X-lines at x = ±Lx/4 and y = Ly/2
for every CS. Note that we illustrate our analysis in
this paper using the results obtained for the CS centered
around x = −Lx/4. We define a reference electric field as
E0 = B∞yVA/c used for the normalizations, with VA the
Alfvén speed calculated with the central density n0 and
the asymptotic in-plane magnetic field strength B∞y.
III. RESULTS
A. Balance of Ohm’s law terms
We calculate the mean quantities appearing in the gen-
eralized Ohm’s law (Eq. (3)) by means of a (running)
time average with a time windows of ∆T = 0.25Ω−1ci =
6.3Ω−1LH , where ΩLH = ωpi/
√
1 + ω2pe/Ω
2
ce is the lower
hybrid frequency calculated in the total magnetic field.
This filtering damps out fluctuations with frequency sig-
nificantly higher than the inverse of the time windows
length. The windows length is chosen to cover all rele-
vant plasma frequencies, while numerically caused fluc-
tuations are removed. More consequences of this choice
are discussed in Sec. III E.
First, in Fig. 1, we show the guide field depen-
dence of the spatial distribution of the (out-of-plane)
z−component (time averaged) DC electric fields, 〈 ~E〉 +
〈~Ve〉 × 〈 ~B〉, in the left hand side (l.h.s.) of the (time
averaged) generalized Ohm’s law (Eq. (3)). This sum
describes the mean non-ideal electric field. It can, there-
fore, be used as signature of the non-ideal processes vio-
lating the frozen-in condition of the electron fluid to the
plasma. Note that we use different times in each case to
compensate for the delay in the reconnection saturation
time for stronger guide-fields (see, e.g., Refs. 41–44). The
plots are shown when the magnetic islands reach com-
parable sizes. In all these contours plots, we use, as a
post-processing step, a spatial (low-pass) Gaussian filter
4with a small width ∆x = 0.3de to get rid of the PiC shot
noise with small wavelengths.
Fig. 1(a) shows that in antiparallel reconnection and
for very small guide fields, the non-ideal terms are located
mostly in the diffusion region near the X-line of recon-
nection. There are also structures visible in the exhaust
region away from the X-line, whose magnitude is, how-
ever, smaller than the electric field at the X-line. These
structures are due to an instability driven by temperature
anisotropy and are explained in detail in the Appendix A,
while we focus here on the strong guide-field cases.
Previous findings have shown that the non-ideal con-
tributions due to the off-diagonal terms of the electron
pressure tensor or the electron inertia terms can balance
the reconnection electric field Ez in the neighbourhood
of the X-line (see a review in, e.g., Ref. 7). However, for
guide fields of the order of bg = 1 (Fig. 1(c)), the devi-
ations from non-ideal behavior shift to the separatrices,
in particular, the low-density one, with a “patchy” spa-
tial distribution. Therefore, dissipation and violation of
the frozen-in condition can also occur away from the tra-
ditional diffusion region near the X-line, as discussed in
some previous works45. Note that the low-density sep-
aratrix is the region around the antisymmetrically lo-
cated upper right and lower left separatrix arms in our
setup, characterized by a diminished density in compari-
son with the other separatrix, as typically seen in guide-
field reconnection.46,47 For larger guide fields of the order
of bg = 3 (Fig. 1(d)), the non-ideal contribution close to
the X-line is much less important and spatially smaller
than in the low density separatrix. Cases with guide field
bg & 5, such as bg = 8 (Fig. 1(f)), show a diminished non-
ideal activity even in the separatrices. The reason is be-
cause the (streaming) instability producing the non-ideal
behavior is active only in the strong guide field regime
1.5 . bg . 6. The upper limit seems to be a result of
the reduced 2.5D geometry used in the simulation, as
discussed in our previous work.38
Fig. 2 displays the difference between the l.h.s. and
r.h.s. of the z−component of the mean generalized Ohm’s
law Eq. (3), excepting the a priori unknown anomalous
electric field term. Any deviation can be attributed to
non-ideal effects beyond that caused by the pressure or
inertia term contributions to the electric field and are
thus equal to Ez,anom = −ηz,anomjz in Eq. (3). For
the antiparallel bg = 0 (Fig. 2(a)) or small guide fields
bg = 0.26 cases (Fig. 2(b)), the deviations are small in
comparison to the non-ideal electric field Ez and can be
attributed to the PiC noise. This is justified by com-
paring with the values of this difference at points in the
inflow region, away from the CS. However, for stronger
guide fields such as bg = 3 (Fig. 2(d)), the deviations start
to form localized and “patchy” structures near the sepa-
ratrices. They have smaller spatial extent than the struc-
tures seen for the l.h.s. of the Ohm’s law in Fig. 1(d).
This is also in agreement with previous works showing the
relative contributions of the instantaneous Ohm’s law in
the separatrices of guide-field reconnection.48,49 All these
observations prove that the non-ideal behavior seen in the
latter can be explained mostly by the two-fluid effects
of pressure and inertia contributions to the electric field
(plots not shown here), being violated only very locally.
In Fig. 3, we complement the information of Fig. 2
by analyzing the individual contributions to the balance
of the mean Ohm’s law terms for an x-cut at the sepa-
ratrices. We have applied an additional Savitzky-Golay
spatial filter with a small width to smooth out those pro-
files, without affecting significantly the values of the local
maxima/minima. In the past, many works have investi-
gated the relative contributions of the generalized Ohm’s
law terms to the electric field in guide field reconnection
near the X-line, in order to find the mechanism lead-
ing to the breaking of the frozen-in condition (see, e.g.,
Refs. 42, 43, 50, and 51). Note, however, that most of
those works used the instantaneous instead of the time
averaged version of the generalized Ohm’s law used here,
not allowing for additional terms coming from higher or-
der fluctuations.
For guide fields bg . 1 (Fig. 3(a)-(c)), most of the out-
of-plane Ez is balanced by the convective electric field,
with small contributions from pressure or inertia terms.
Note that even small guide fields (bg = 0.26, Fig. 3(b))
introduce an asymmetry with respect the CS mid-plane
in all the electric field terms, with a significant contribu-
tion from the pressure term. But it is only with guide
fields stronger than unity (e.g., bg = 3, Fig. 3(d)) that the
inertia term becomes relevant, taking similar peak values
to both pressure and convective electric fields, well above
the noise level. This is especially noticeably in the region
close to the low density separatrix (at x ∼ −4.0di). As-
sociated with this fact are the largest deviations in the
balance of the mean field generalized Ohm’s law (on the
order of Ez/E0 ∼ 0.1). This implies that the anoma-
lous term in Eq. (3) reaches the strongest values among
all the cases analyzed here, with a corresponding largest
anomalous resistivity ηz,anom.
In this case of bg = 3, we verified that among
the three contributions to the inertia term, i.e.,
(me/e)〈Ve,x∂Ve,z/∂x+Ve,y∂Ve,z/∂y+∂Ve,z/∂t〉, the most
important is the (Eulerian) time derivative (third term).
This indicates that the out-of-plane electron current Ve,z
is changing quickly, which is the signature of an efficient
momentum transfer between electron and ions.
B. Momentum exchange from the slowing-down rate of
mean currents
Indeed, by multiplying the mean field Vlasov equa-
tion (2) by mαv and integrating in the velocity space, it
is possible to relate directly the slowing-down rate of the
(mean) electron current density, due to a net momentum
transfer from particles to waves, with an effective colli-
sion frequency νj,α for each specie α along the direction
5Figure 1. Color-coded contour plot of the of the z−component of the non ideal electric field 〈 ~E〉+〈~Ve〉×〈 ~B〉 in the time averaged
generalized Ohm’s law (Eq. (3)) for different guide fields and times: a) bg = 0 at t = 12Ω−1ci , b) bg = 0.26 at t = 12Ω
−1
ci , c)
bg = 1.0 at t = 14Ω−1ci d) bg = 3.0 at t = 18Ω
−1
ci e) bg = 5.0 at t = 20Ω
−1
ci f) bg = 8.0 at t = 20Ω
−1
ci . The time average is over a
window length of ∆T = 0.25Ω−1ci = 6.3Ω
−1
LH .
Figure 2. Contour plot of the remaining term (l.h.s. - r.h.s., excepting the anomalous term) of the z−component of the mean
generalized Ohm’s law (Eq. (3)) for different guide fields. a) bg = 0, b) bg = 0.26, c) bg = 1.0, d) bg = 3.0, e) bg = 5.0, f)
bg = 8.0. The dashed line represents the x-cut used for the profile shown in Fig. 3. Same times and time average used as in
Fig. 1.
j9,30
νj,α = − 1〈nαmαVα,j〉
(
∂〈nαmαVα,j〉
∂t
)
. (7)
As a result, the effective resistivity along the j-direction
is52
ηj,anom =
me〈Ve,j〉νj,e −mi〈Vi,j〉νj,i
〈ne〉e2(〈Vi,j〉 − 〈Ve,j〉) . (8)
6Figure 3. x-cut of the z−component terms of the mean generalized Ohm’s law for different guide fields. a) bg = 0, b) bg = 0.26,
c) bg = 1.0, d) bg = 3.0, e) bg = 5.0, f) bg = 8.0. The x-cut shown was taken at y = 3.0di (shown in Fig. 2). The black vertical
line represents the CS midplane. The low-density separatrix is located close to x ∼ −4di and the high density separatrix close
to x ∼ −7di.
Note that, in general, a quantity −∂p/∂t/p, with p a
momentum, can be interpreted as the inverse of a slow-
down time associated with, e.g., collisions, especially use-
ful in the dicussion of collisions operators for the Boltz-
man equation (see, e.g., Sec. 13.2 in Ref. 53). Expressions
of the form of Eq. (7) represent the rate of momentum
transfer between particles and, e.g., waves. In general,
this quantity can be either positive or negative. It corre-
sponds to an anomalous resistivity if there is a net loss of
momentum of current-carrying particles so that the bulk
motion of current-carrying particles slows down (positive
sign in Eq. (7)). An effective anomalous resistivity im-
plies a reduction of the current, the usual source of free
energy for the instabilities generating waves and turbu-
lence. The “slowing down rate of electron current" is,
therefore, an appropiate expression to describe the pro-
cess associated with the effective collisions (collision fre-
quency defined in Eq. (7)).
This approach has been used, e.g., by Refs. 54–61 for
the analysis of Vlasov code simulations of current-driven
instabilities, in Refs. 30 for 3D Vlasov simulations of CS,
and in Refs. 52 for 2D PiC simulations of CS. As a com-
parison of the terminology used in those works, an ex-
pression equivalent to Eq. (7) was used in Refs. 54 and
55 called it “rate of change of electron momentum”, in
Ref. 30 “rate of momentum exchange”, in Ref. 59 “anoma-
lous momentum transfer rate”, in Ref. 52 “damping rate
of electron current density” and in Ref. 56 “slowing down
of electrons”.
Because the contribution from the ion quantities is
much smaller than the electron ones,30 the j−component
of the anomalous electric field can be approximated as,
Ej,anom−ddt = ηj,anomjj ≈ meνj,e〈ne〉e2 jj
=
me
〈ne〉e2
[
− 1〈neVe,j〉
(
∂〈neVe,j〉
∂t
)]
jj . (9)
Then, Ej,anom−ddt is related to the time derivative of the
electron current density and thus to the (Eulerian) par-
tial time derivative term ∂〈Ve,j〉/∂t of the inertia term
of the mean generalized Ohm’s law (Eq. (3)). The dif-
ference is the contribution coming from the electron den-
sity ne and its time derivative, not appearing in the in-
ertia term. The spatial distribution of Ez,anom−ddt can
be seen in Fig. 4. We avoid the calculation in regions
where the mean electron current density 〈neVe,j〉 is very
close to zero by assigning a zero value to the total quo-
tient, in order to avoid unphysical diverging values of
the electric field due to numerical noise. Figs. 4(a)-(b)
show small contributions to the mean 〈Ez〉 in the sep-
aratrix region for small guide fields. For these cases,
Ez,anom−ddt is mostly concentrated around the X-line.
Larger guide fields (bg = 1, Fig. 4(c)) localize the con-
tributions of this term to a very small area close to the
X-line, with a slight increase at the separatrices. Again,
only for bg & 3 (Fig. 4(d)), the contribution of this term
mostly correlates with the locations at the separatrices
where the balance of the mean field Ohm’s law is violated
(compare with Fig. 2(d)). Note, however, that the spa-
tial distribution of Ez,anom−ddt is more spread and with
7higher values than Ez,anom−diff given by the difference
in the mean field Ohm’s law. Therefore, it cannot ac-
count for all the deviations in the mean Ohm’s law. But
it proves the existence, instead, of an effective transfer
of momentum between electron and ions with a “patchy”
spatial structure (alternating sign). Stronger guide fields
(bg = 5−8, Figs. 4(e)-(f)), reduce both values and “patch-
iness” of Ez,anom−ddt. This correlates with the behavior
shown by Ez,anom−diff in Figs. 2(e)-(f), due to the weak-
ening of the instabilities producing the fluctuations.
In the remaining part of this paper, we are going to
characterize in more detail the physics of the processes
leading to the deviations in the mean field Ohm’s law for
the case bg = 3 at the separatrices.
C. Perpendicular momentum exchange from the
slowing-down rate of mean currents for bg = 3
The enhanced wave-particle interactions in the sepa-
ratrices for the case bg = 3 do not only lead to an al-
ternating effective resistivity in the z−direction between
jz and Ez. Indeed, the relation between the x and y
components of the current density and electric field also
behaves in a very similar manner and with similar values
as well. However, the deviations from the mean general-
ized Ohm’s law do not provide a clear proof of this, pos-
sibly because the typical values of Ex and Ey are about
20 times larger than Ez. But the time derivative of the
electron current density in these (in-plane) x− and y−
directions provides an effective resistivity of the same or-
der of magnitude as this for the z−component. This ef-
fective resistivity has a spatial distribution concentrated
near the separatrices, while the noise is more dominant in
the outflow region. This can be seen in the contour plots
of Ex,anom−ddt and Ey,anom−ddt shown in Fig. 5 and com-
paring with Ez,anom−ddt in Fig. 4(d). Note that both x−
and y− components are noisier than the z−component
because 〈neVe,x〉 and 〈neVe,y〉, appearing in the denomi-
nator of Eq. (9), are closer to zero in larger regions inside
the CS than 〈neVe,z〉. In summary, the similar behav-
ior of all the components of the anomalous electric field
implies that the momentum exchange between electrons
and ions does not have a clear preferential direction as
one would expect in a guide field situation but rather
tends to be isotropic near the separatrices.
The locations of preferential momentum transfer at the
separatrices for the case bg = 3 do not only alternate sign
in space but also do in time. This can be easily seen by
tracking the values of ~Eanom−ddt at a point in the low
density separatrix located at x = −4di, y = 3di. The re-
sults for the three components of this anomalous electric
field are shown in Fig. 6. The values start to significantly
increase after t & 16Ω−1ci , with average peaks of about
5 × 10−2E0. This corresponds to an equivalent collision
frequency νj,e (given by Eq. 7) with values around 1/5 of
the lower hybrid frequency ΩLH (plots not shown here).
Note, however, that due to the quasi-periodic nature of
these fluctuations, there is no net dissipation that can be
associated with this anomalous electric field.
Fig. 7 shows the time evolution of an x-cut of this
anomalous electric field across the CS midplane dur-
ing fully developed reconnection. The fluctuations of
~Eanom−ddt move along the separatrices, outwards from
the X-line, associated with the motion of the dominant
electron beam producing the streaming instability that
causes all these processes. The low density separatrix
is located at x = −4.5di for t = 14Ω−1ci and reaches
x = −3.5di for t = 20Ω−1ci , due to the growth of the
magnetic island. Note that a long enough time average
following a point near the low density separatrix (with
positive values of, e.g., Ez,anom−ddt) would have a net
positive value, implying a net effective dissipation.
In (our) previous work,38 we provided evidence that
the instability leading to the development of electric field
fluctuations at the separatrices (and also in the exhaust
region) is a streaming instability due to counterstream-
ing electron beams generated only for a regime of guide
fields 1.5 . bg . 6. Indeed, the entire region where this
instability takes place shows significant deviations from
gyrotropy. Ref. 38 showed that the typical fluctuation
frequency is broadband up to ΩLH , as expected from this
kind of instability. Thus, fluctuations around the lower
hybrid frequency can be characterized as an effective col-
lision frequency of the same order of magnitude, even
though they arise from very different physical processes.
The fact that the effective collision frequency increases
with the lower hybrid frequency was also shown obser-
vationally, experimentally, and numerically (see Ref. 30
and references therein).
We also found that in the same locations where the
peak values of the anomalous resistivity (either positive
or negative) are maximal/minimal, the traditional dissi-
pation ~j · ~E and the dissipation in the electron frame of
reference of Ref. 62 De = ~j′ · ~E are also maximal/minimal
(plots not shown here). This further validates that there
is an effective exchange of energy between the electro-
magnetic fields and the particles, a signature of local
wave-particle interactions. Note, however, that there is
no overall dissipation as it would be with only positive
values of anomalous resistivity and so no net collisionless
transport during the whole duration of the reconnection
process.
D. Anomalous resistivity due to fluctuations
Note that the two approaches mentioned before for the
calculation of the anomalous resistivity —the remaining
term of the mean field generalized Ohm’s law and the
slowing-down rate of the electron current due to a net
momentum transfer from particles to waves— involve
only mean quantities. Now, we show the information
contained in the so far neglected part: the fluctuations
(given by the r.h.s. of Eq. (6)) causing the anomalous
resistivity in the separatrices for the case bg = 3. Pre-
8Figure 4. Color-coded distribution of the electric field corresponding to the slowing-down rate of the electron current, due to
a net momentum transfer from particles to waves, Ez,anom−ddt given by Eq. (9). The different panels represent the guide field
cases: a) bg = 0, b) bg = 0.26, c) bg = 1.0, d) bg = 3.0, e) bg = 5.0, and f) bg = 8.0. Same times and time average used as in
Fig. 1.
Figure 5. Color-coded distribution of the electric field corresponding to the slowing-down rate of the electron current, due to
a net momentum transfer from particles to waves, given by Eq. (9). a) Ex,anom−ddt and b) Ey,anom−ddt. Compare with the
z−component in Fig. 4(d). The large filled green circle indicates the location used for the time series in the next plots.
vious works have quantified mostly spatial fluctuations,
in 2D52,63 and also 3D PiC simulations of CS.48,51,64–68
These works used a spatial average in the equilibrium
current direction (zˆ), where turbulence due to micro-
instabilities was assumed to be homogeneous. Instead,
especially considering that a CS is inhomogeneous, we
calculate these fluctuations as the RMS fluctuation val-
ues, defined as the standard deviation of each point in
the corresponding time series, with the mean taken as
the running average mentioned before. The time average
can be equivalent to the spatial one if the turbulence is
both stationary and homogeneous (and both equivalent
to an ensemble average if the processes are ergodic69).
Note that this time averaging approach is also practi-
cally universally used in spacecraft data analysis since it
is often the only measurement available.
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Figure 6. Time series of the three spatial components of the electric field Ej,anom−ddt = ηj,anom−ddtjj due to the slowing-down
rate of the electron current density due to a net momentum transfer from particles to waves, for the case bg = 3. The tracked
point in the low density separatrix is located at x = −4di, y = 3di, indicated in Fig. 5.
Figure 7. Stack plot showing the time evolution of an x-cut of components of the anomalous electric field at y = 3di, for the
case bg = 3. a) in-plane Ex,anom−ddt = ηx,anom−ddtjx. b) Out-of-plane Ez,anom−ddt = ηz,anom−ddtjz . Same time average used
as in previous plots. We only show a zoomed region containing the CS with both separatrices.
The results of our time averaging procedure are shown
in Fig. 8, using the same time average 〈〉 as before
(∆T = 0.25Ω−1ci = 6.3Ω
−1
LH). The dominant in-plane elec-
tric field RMS fluctuations δEx and δEy (Fig. 8(a)-(b))
are located mostly in the separatrices. Density fluctu-
ations δne (Fig. 8(d)) are more significant only inside
the exhaust region and less important near the separa-
trices. Therefore, correlated fluctuations 〈δExδne〉 and
〈δEyδne〉 are expected to be important only in the sep-
aratrices. No significant level of in-plane electrostatic
fluctuation is observed close to the X-line. On the other
hand, there is no significant fluctuation of the out-of-
plane electric field δEz at any location that can be clearly
distinguished from the surrounding noise level. Note also
that the typical RMS values of this component are much
smaller than those of the in-plane components x− y (by
a factor of 2.5-3). Therefore, there is no significant con-
tribution from the correlated term 〈δEzδne〉 to the mean
reconnection electric field 〈Ez〉.
Fig. 9 shows the time series of the electric field due
to correlated fluctuations ~Eanom−δ at the same point in
the separatrices used for ~Eanom−ddt in Fig. 6. Comparing
with the latter, we can see that the electric field due to
fluctuations shows peaks differing significantly among all
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Figure 8. Color-coded contour plot of the RMS fluctuations for the components of ~E and ne for the case bg = 3 at t = 18Ω−1ci .
We used the same time average as before, ∆T = 0.25Ω−1ci . a) δEx, b) δEy, c) δEz, d) ne.
the components. As expected, the component Ez,anom−δ
is very small compared to the in-plane components. Al-
though the reason of such disagreement between the val-
ues of the anomalous resistivity given by ~Eanom−ddt and
~Eanom−δ is not clear at the moment, we speculate that it
might be due to the tensor nature of the effective resis-
tivity since we consider it as an scalar quantity in all our
calculations. In such a way, the electric field might have
contributions from all components of the current density,
modifying their final values, especially for ~Eanom−δ.
Fig. 9 also shows that, in general, ~Eanom−δ tends to
have more positive than negative values for later times,
providing a net transport due to anomalous resistivity,
but mostly in the in-plane directions. The other critical
difference by comparing ~Eanom−δ and ~Eanom−ddt is that
the latter (shown in Fig. 6) has typical values larger by
one order of magnitude. This fact illustrates that differ-
ent methods to calculate anomalous resistivity based on
(the same) time averages do not necessarily agree each
other, a fact that has not been considered properly in
previous works. This has to be taken into account when
extrapolating conclusions based on this methods when
applied to other scenarios with more significant anoma-
lous resistivity.
In any case, these very small values due to correlated
fluctuations are not enough to explain the deviations in
the mean field generalized Ohm’s law or to contribute
significantly to the mean electric field. This is in agree-
ment with Ref. 48, which also found very small values of
anomalous resistivity when performing a time average, in
comparison with a calculation based on a spatial average.
We also show in Fig. 9 the relative contributions from
the first and third term to the total electric field ~Eanom−δ
in Eq. (6). In general, the electromagnetic contribu-
tions from the fluctuations of the magnetic field δB with
the electron current δ(ne~Ve) are one order of magnitude
smaller than the electrostatic ones (δneδ ~E) for the in-
plane components. This is to be expected since the
electromagnetic correlated fluctuations were shown to be
smaller in low-plasma-β conditions,9 like in our case with
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a strong guide field. In spite of this, we also find a sig-
nificant contribution from the electromagnetic term for
the z− component of the anomalous resistivity calculated
from the correlated fluctuations since 〈δEzδne〉 is very
small.
E. Numerical convergence of correlated fluctuations and
time averaging
All the calculations shown before rely on the choice
of a given length for the time windows used for split-
ting the mean from fluctuating quantities, being some-
what arbitrary to define the separation between both.
The values of all quantities shown before will vary by
changing this time windows. This is because, in a ki-
netic approach, the separation of scales introduced by
the mean and fluctuating quantities is not unique. This
is specially critical when there is no clear scale separation
between average and fluctuating quantities in Eq. (1),
making Eq. (2) possibly invalid. As a consequence, the
quasi-collision term in the Boltzmann equation do vary
for different choices, affecting the macroscopic descrip-
tion. This fact was already considered since a long time
ago16 (see also Ref. 70, p. 32) and it continues being dis-
cussed nowadays when applied to in-situ measurements
in the solar wind.71 For example, the same measurement
process of electron distributions functions is by definition
non-ergodic,72 therefore affecting any kind of calculations
involving the macroscopic momenta of this quantity.
In all our previous calculations, we chose ∆T =
0.25Ω−1ci as a representative time average windows, since
it is one of the smallest values where the fluctuations
due to the noise are significantly smaller than the fluc-
tuations of interest (broadband up to the lower hybrid
frequency). Also, the mean and fluctuating quantities
are not too sensitive to small changes around this value.
Fig. 10 show the difference between the l.h.s. and r.h.s.
of the z−component of the mean generalized Ohm’s law
(Eq. (3)) (same quantity shown in Fig. 2(d)), for the
case bg = 3 and varying time windows over one order
of magnitude. Smaller time windows (∆T = 0.128Ω−1ci ,
Fig. 10(a)) are unreliable because they produce quanti-
ties with mostly fast fluctuations, in regions away from
the current sheet, due to numerical noise and not due
to relevant physical processes. Larger time windows
(∆T = 0.5 − 1.0Ω−1ci , Figs. 10(c)-(d)) smooth out small
scale structures in the separatrices. We do not show
even larger values of time windows, close to reconnection
time scales, since they would produce unreliable results
because the current sheet and the location of separatri-
ces change during the development of reconnection (see
Fig. 7). A large time average would be meaningful under
conditions of stationary reconnection, which would re-
quire a much larger simulation box and/or non-periodic
boundary conditions.
The profiles shown in Fig. 11 reveal complementary in-
formation to that displayed in Fig. 10. Note that, similar
to Fig. 3, we have also applied a spatial Savitzky-Golay
filter. The peak values of the remaining term in the mean
Ohm’s law are always at the low density separatrix and
decrease linearly for increasing time windows. On the
other hand, and at the same time, the anomalous elec-
tric field becomes more comparable to the peak values of
the pressure and inertia term contributions to the mean
electric field when using larger time windows since its
maximum value decreases faster than in a linear fashion.
This can also be understood in the sense that larger time
windows take into account a broader spectrum of fluctu-
ating frequencies, and then the relative contribution to
the mean electric field should be larger than smaller time
windows, which only consider high frequencies not caused
by streaming instabilities in the lower hybrid frequency
range.
In order to see the time evolution of the correlated
fluctuations, in Fig. 12(b) we show the electric field due
to this contribution Ez,anom−δ. As expected, the peak
values of this anomalous electric field do not contribute
significantly to the mean electric field 〈Ez〉, shown in
Fig. 12(a), or to the non-ideal electric field in the l.h.s.
of the mean Ohm’s law (Eq. (3)) (plot not shown here).
The difference is about two orders of magnitude. Those
plots also confirm that larger time windows exhibit larger
values of the anomalous resistivity but in any case not
varying significantly for later times, as well as more stable
over large time periods and with a tendency toward pos-
itive values. This same behavior is also shown, but even
in a more strongly manner, by the Ex,anom−δ component
of the anomalous resistivity due to correlated fluctua-
tions in Fig. 13(a). Note that all the values are enhanced
in more than one order of magnitude compared to the
z−component.
Finally, we have also verified that the time average
of all fluctuating quantities (〈δA〉/A ∼ 0) in the chosen
range of time windows is close to zero, i.e., the Reynolds
rules (see, e.g., Appendix A2 in the textbook Ref. 73) are
well satisfied (plots not shown here).
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the consequences of the self-generated
plasma-turbulence for the transport of the current-
carrying charged particles in two-dimensional guide-field
reconnection. In order to derive an “anomalous” effec-
tive resistivity due to the turbulence, we utilized a mean-
field approach. For this sake, we split-off the fast, micro-
turbulent fluctuations from the mean slowly varying vari-
ables quantities describing the macroscopic evolution of
the plasma. We based our analysis on the results of fully
kinetic 2.5D Particle-in-Cell (PiC) code (ACRONYM)
simulations. Based on these data, we first calculated the
contributions to the balanced slowly varying (mean) elec-
tric field in the framework of a generalized Ohm’s law
description. We then compared our findings first with
the slowing-down rate of the macroscopic (mean) cur-
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Figure 9. Time series of the three spatial components of the electric field due to the anomalous correlated fluctuations ~Eanom−δ
(given in Eq. (6)) for the case bg = 3 and for the components (a) Ex,anom−δ, (b) Ey,anom−δ, (c) Ez,anom−δ. The tracked point
in the low density separatrix is located at x = −4di, y = 3di, indicated in Fig. 5. Compare with ~Eanom−ddt shown in Fig. 6.
Each component also shows the contribution from the first (electrostatic) and third (electromagnetic) term in Eq. (6).
Figure 10. Contour plot of the remaining term (l.h.s. - r.h.s., excepting the anomalous term) of the z−component of the mean
generalized Ohm’s law Eq. (3) for guide field bg = 3 and different time average windows (a): ∆T = 0.128Ω−1ci = 3ΩLH , (b):
∆T = 0.25Ω−1ci = 6ΩLH (same as the one used in all the previous plots) (c): ∆T = 0.5Ω
−1
ci = 12ΩLH . d) ∆T = 1Ω
−1
ci = 25ΩLH .
The vertical dashed green lines are the x-cuts shown in Fig. 11.
rent due to a net momentum transfer from particles to waves and also by calculating the first order correlations
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Figure 11. x-cut of the z−component terms of the mean generalized Ohm’s law for the guide field bg = 3 and different time
average windows (a): ∆T = 0.128Ω−1ci , (b): ∆T = 0.25Ω
−1
ci (same as the one used in all the previous plots) (c): ∆T = 0.5Ω
−1
ci .
d) ∆T = 1Ω−1ci . The x-cuts were obtained at the location indicated in Fig. 10.
of the micro-turbulent fluctuations. The latter method
provides a collision term due to the fluctuations in the
right hand side of a Boltzmann equation for the mean
quantities, derived from the Vlasov equation for the fully
kinetic variables.
We found, by all the previous methods, that in two-
dimensional collisionless guide-field reconnection, the
self-generated kinetic-scale micro-turbulence does not
significantly contribute to the balance of the mean elec-
tric fields, neither near the reconnection X-line nor near
the separatrices and the exhaust region of reconnection.
For strong external guide magnetic fields (1.5 . bg .
6), we found, however, that the self-generated turbu-
lence near the “low-density” separatrices provides non-
negligible contributions to the mean electric field. There,
the energy exchange between the particles and the mean,
averaged over the turbulence, electric fields is “patchy”
in space and oscillating in time due to the unstable
plasma waves caused by a counterstreaming electron
beam instability.38 Part of the energy exchange is, how-
ever, irreversible, and the corresponding slowly varying
(mean) electric field can be related to be due to a “anoma-
lous” resistivity produced by the turbulence
Nevertheless, for most of the reconnection regions in
guide fields in the range 1.5 . bg . 6, the electron in-
ertia dominates the slowly varying, macroscopic (mean)
electric field. In the Ohm’s law, this contribution is dom-
inant due to the large Eulerian partial time-derivative of
the mean electron bulk-drift velocity. Note that only near
the “low density” separatrices, the inertia term is com-
parable to the pressure and the convective electric field
terms. For smaller and vanishing guide fields bg . 1.5,
however, the contribution of the electron inertia to the
mean electric field is negligibly small, not only near the
reconnection X-line but also at the separatrices and in
the exhaust region of reconnection.
An independent estimate for the effective resistivity is
the slowing-down rate of the mean velocity of the main
current carriers, the electrons, due to a net momentum
transfer from particles to waves. The resulting “anoma-
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Figure 12. Time series of a) the mean value of the out-of-plane electric field component 〈Ez〉 and b) electric field anomalous
correlated fluctuations Ez,anom−δ according to Eq. (6). The calculations are for the case bg = 3, with the tracked point at
x = −4di, y = 3di (indicated in Fig. 5) and different choices of the running average. Note that the y range between both plots
differ in two orders of magnitude.
Figure 13. Time series of a) the mean value of the in-plane electric field component 〈Ex〉 and b) anomalous correlated
fluctuations Ex,anom−δ according to Eq. (6). The other details are similar to Fig. 12, excepting the difference in (slightly more
than) one order of magnitude in the y range.
lous” resistive (turbulent) contribution to the electric
field is spatially spread. It slightly differs from the results
for the balanced mean electric field obtained by calculat-
ing the terms of the generalized Ohm’s law. However, the
slowing-down rate of the mean electron current due to a
net momentum transfer from particles to waves, associ-
ated with the electron-ion momentum transfer, is largest
where the anomalous electric field via the calculation of
the mean generalized Ohm’s law is the strongest. The
resulting slowing-down rate of the current due to a net
momentum transfer from particles to waves, if attributed
to an effective “collision frequency”, ranges from the ion-
cyclotron to the lower-hybrid frequency. Note that the
electron inertia term is not directly proportional to the
electron-current slowing-down rate.
In addition to the out-of-plane electric field field Ez, we
further investigated the contribution of the self-generated
turbulence to the electric field balance and energy trans-
fer via the in-plane electric field components Ex and Ey.
The momentum-exchange between the electron and ions
in those directions appeared to be comparable to the
one in the z direction near the “low density separatri-
ces”, i.e., there the momentum transfer is isotropic. A
large portion of the energy exchange is reversible and
quasi-periodic as indicated by a changing sign of ~j · ~E.
A smaller part of the energy exchange corresponds to a
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net irreversible energy loss, i.e., to dissipation. Note that
the latter should be detected with a time average win-
dow, which should be large enough to take into account
the broad turbulence spectrum below the lower-hybrid
frequency, generated by the beam instability of electrons
flowing along the separatrix.
We further verified the enhancement of the momentum
transfer due to wave-particle interaction near the separa-
trices of strong-guide-field reconnection by another inde-
pendent method, i.e., calculating the first order correla-
tions of field and plasma fluctuations. We found that for
strong guide fields, the electric field balanced due to the
quasi-collision term of the resulting Boltzmann equation
is negligibly small near the X-line of 2D reconnection.
As obtained by the other methods, the contributions to
the correlated field-plasma fluctuations are most impor-
tant near the “low density separatrices”. The relevant
fluctuations are mainly electrostatic with a characteris-
tic frequency less than the lower-hybrid frequency. Note
that the contribution of the correlated fluctuations to
the mean electric field is smaller and does not completely
match the contributions obtained by the other two meth-
ods of determining the remaining term in the Ohm’s law
and of calculating the rate of the slowing down of the
electron current due to a net momentum transfer from
particles to waves. This disagreement is, perhaps, due to
the tensorial nature of the “anomalous” resistivity due to
micro-turbulence, which involves all vector components
of the current density.
Further, we found the criterion for an appropriate
choice of the sliding window width for the averaging pro-
cedure of the mean field approach. According to our
results, one has to make sure that the window width has
to include all the relevant frequency ranges of the turbu-
lence for the anomalous transport; otherwise, the result
will be very sensitive on the chosen window-width.
Our findings provide a number of macroscopic sig-
natures, allowing a quantification of the wave-particle
interaction and the momentum transfer due to micro-
turbulence in antiparallel and in collisionless guide-field
magnetic reconnection. In particular, we found that in
guide-field magnetic reconnection, the self-generated tur-
bulence is maximum near the separatrices rather than
close to the X-line. Our findings can be used, e.g., for the
diagnostics of in-situ measurements in magnetic recon-
nection regions in space and in laboratory experiments.
Since all such measurements are averaging over space and
time, it is important to make sure which part of the tur-
bulence is cut off, which may essentially contributes to
the “anomalous” transport. This can be done by coordi-
nated measurements of the mean quantities readily avail-
able, such as the Ohm’s law terms and the time deriva-
tives of the mean electron current. Such analysis became
possible due to the availability of high resolution observa-
tions of fluctuations in space by the current MMS mission
and it would become possible in an even better way with
the envisioned THOR74 spacecraft mission.
While we found that in the limit of two-dimensional
collisionless guide field reconnection, the self-generated
micro-turbulence does not significantly contribute to the
mean slowly varying electric field near the X-line, the
situation will change if three-dimensional turbulence be-
comes relevant. Our approach to obtain the turbulence-
related contribution to the mean macroscopically observ-
able electric field and the different terms of the general-
ized Ohm’s law will, however, still apply. This is partic-
ularly true if the kinetic turbulence is caused by plasma
micro-instabilities which can only arise in three dimen-
sions including the direction of the main current flow.
Then, it is expected that 3D turbulence will contribute
more significantly to the “anomalous” transport terms in
the generalized Ohm’s law.
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Appendix A: Non ideal electric field in the exhaust for small
guide fields
In this appendix, we detail the processes balancing the
non-ideal electric field in the exhaust of magnetic recon-
nection in cases of small finite guide field (see Fig. 1).
Some of these features and effects differ from those known
for antiparallel reconnection, in particular, away from the
X-line. In order to limit the scope of the discussion, we
focus only on the case bg = 0.
In the outflow region away from the X-line, the com-
plex structure of the non-ideal electric field is mostly due
to the convective electric field. An oscillating electron
flow is seen in the exhaust with alternating values of
Ve,x, especially at tΩci = 10 and with some remnants
at tΩci = 12 (Fig. 14). Note that this is reflected in
the alternating pattern of signs in the non-ideal electric
field Ez,nonideal−LHS (Fig. 1). This is due to a purely
kinetic effect — the Weibel instability, driven by elec-
tron temperature anisotropy.75 Note that this process
can only take place in a fully-kinetic consideration. Hy-
brid, two fluid, Hall-MHD or MHD approaches do not
take it into account. The Weibel instability is sometimes
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a) b) c)
Figure 14. Color-coded contour plot of the magnitude of the in-plane electron flow |~Ve,⊥| for three characteristic times in the
case bg = 0 (a) tΩci = 8, b) tΩci = 10, c) tΩci = 12. tΩci = 12 corresponds to the same time shown in Fig. 1. Arrows indicate
the direction of the flow.
also called “filamentation” instability,76 especially when
it is excited due to counterstreaming cold beams, which
can be considered as a form of temperature anisotropy
(see Sec. 9.10.2 in Ref. 77). A Weibel instability is gen-
erated because inside the magnetic island, near the CS
midplane, magnetic reconnection generates a tempera-
ture anisotropy by heating the electrons along the CS
direction y, mostly due to the natural development of
the tearing mode. Fig. 15 shows that the anisotropy
Te,y/Te,x for three different characteristic times for our
antiparallel case (bg = 0). The heating is along y, which
will be considered the parallel direction in the following
(and x or z, the perpendicular, colder directions). The
Weibel instability has already been observed in antiparal-
lel magnetic reconnection in previous investigations using
similar parameters and geometry78–80. It has also been
more frequently detected in relativistic pair plasmas, be-
cause in them the space available for its growth inside
the CS is larger (see Ref. 81 and references therein). Note
that the firehose instability, also driven by a temperature
anisotropy, fulfills the conditions to be excited in the ex-
haust of magnetic reconnection of our simulations with
bg = 0. However, its growth rate is too small compared
to the Weibel instability, in such a way that we have not
found any characteristic signatures of this instability in
our investigations.
The electron temperature anisotropy drives the Weibel
instability in the unmagnetized regions near the CS mid-
plane inside magnetic islands. Although the anisotropy
is even stronger in the two circular symmetric regions
near the X-line, temperature anisotropies driven instabil-
ities like Weibel instability cannot grow there because the
magnetization is too strong. The magnetic field (mostly
along y outside the CS) tends to suppress the mecha-
nism that leads to this instability, due to the transfer of
momentum between the parallel and perpendicular di-
rections. This condition can be quantified as ωpe  Ωce
(see, e.g., Refs. 82 and 83), and is shown in Fig. 16.
The main effect of the Weibel instability is gen-
erating a magnetic field in the direction perpendicu-
lar to the higher temperature (y), i.e., mainly in the
z direction.84,85 Although Weibel instability is a non-
propagating instability (ω ∼ 0), these magnetic fields
have a characteristic length scale also perpendicular to
the higher temperature direction (y), which in our 2.5D
geometry can only be the x-direction. Fig. 17 shows this
characteristic signature of alternating signs or “checker-
board pattern” of Bz. They are generated in regions
of stronger anisotropy, to be then ejected outwards due
to the outflows of reconnection and the compression of
the magnetic island, being always located in regions with
low-magnetization. Note that Fig. 17 also displays the
quadrupolar Hall magnetic fields due to the decoupling
of electron and ion motion near the X-line. However,
from tΩci = 10 to tΩci = 12, the Weibel-generated Bz
expands to a larger area inside the magnetic island, form-
ing an opposite quadrupolar structure to those of the Hall
magnetic field. Comparing Fig. 17 with Fig. 15, one can
see that as the magnetic field gets stronger, the electron
anisotropy is reduced.
In order to quantify the identification of the Weibel
instability responsible for the structure formation and
dynamics in the outflow region, let us estimate some
relevant quantities predicted by the linear theory (see,
e.g., Sec. 9.10.2 of Ref. 77). The temperature anisotropy
threshold, the wave number of the maximum unstable
perturbation kx,max (in the direction x perpendicular to
the hotter temperature along y), and maximum growth
rate γmax are given by:(
Te,y
Te,x
− 1
)
>
(
kxc
ωpe
)2
, (A1)
kx,max =
ωpe
c
√
1
3
(
Te,y
Te,x
− 1
)
, (A2)
γmax =
√
8
27pi
ωpe
vth,e
c
Te,x
Te,y
(
Te,y
Te,x
− 1
)3/2
.
(A3)
Note that we have considered only electron temperature
anisotropy. Ions would require having a much stronger
temperature anisotropy, not seen in our simulations, to
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a) b) c)
Figure 15. Color-coded contour plot of the of the electron temperature anisotropy Te,y/Te,x for three characteristic times (a)
tΩci = 8, b) tΩci = 10, and c) tΩci = 12.
a) b) c)
Figure 16. Color-coded contour plot of the logarithm of the local ωpe/Ωce. Regions with high values (towards the dark red in
the colortable scale) indicate unmagnetized regions. a) tΩci = 8, b) tΩci = 10, and c) tΩci = 12.
a) b) c)
Figure 17. Color-coded contour plot of Bz. a) tΩci = 8, b) tΩci = 10, c) tΩci = 12.
drive instabilities.
The threshold in Eq. (A1) implies that weaker
anisotropies will produce larger Weibel unstable waves,
but a minimum anisotropy is required to confine the
waves inside the unmagnetized region of the CS. Tak-
ing λ ∼ di as the maximum distance across the CS that
remains unmagnetized during the whole evolution (see
Fig. 16), Eq. (A1) implies that Te,y/Te,x > 1.4 is required
for the excitation of the Weibel instability inside the CS
(for comparison, λ ∼ 1.5di requires Te,y/Te,x > 1.18).
This value is reached in the CS midplane at tΩci & 8 as
shown in the contour plot Fig. 15a), and in a more clear
way in the stack plot along that line in Fig. 18a). That
instant of time correlates well with the generation of the
Bz magnetic field component at those locations as seen in
Fig. 18b), Fig. 17a), and also with the associated reduc-
tion of anisotropy at later times. Note how the Bz mag-
netic field component generated by the Weibel instability
propagates outwards due to the acceleration of the recon-
nection outflows and the compression of the magnetic is-
land. The wavelength associated with the wave number
of maximum growth rate in Eq. (A3) gives λx,max ∼ 1.7di
(with λx,max = 2pi/kx,max) for the same temperature
anisotropy Te,y/Te,x ∼ 1.4. Because no mode can grow
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a) b)
Figure 18. Stack plots showing the time evolution in the CS midplane for a): Te,y/Te,x and b) Bz.
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Figure 19. Time evolution of the maximum of the out-of-plane magnetic field along the CS center max(Bz(x = CS, y)), with
linear fit γ/Ωci = 1.30 during the exponential growth phase (dashed line).
a) b) c)
Figure 20. Color-coded contour plots for the reconnection electric field (Ez) due to the electron pressure term in the Ohm’s
law. a) tΩci = 8, b) tΩci = 10, and c) tΩci = 12.
larger than λ ∼ di, the approximate width of the unmag-
netized region of the CS, the observed wavelength is also
λ ∼ di (see also Fig. 17a)). This corresponds to the pre-
dictions of the model of Ref. 81 about the length scale of
Weibel structures in a CS, depending on the electron gy-
roradius in the generated magnetic field. Using the same
value of anisotropy and the theoretical value Eq. (A3),
we obtain the estimated growth rate γmax/Ωci = 2.77 for
our initial equilibrium parameters (and γmax/Ωci = 3.5
considering the small corrections of ωpe and vth,e due to
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a) b) c)
Figure 21. Color-coded contour plots for the reconnection electric field (Ez) due to the electron inertia in the Ohm’s law (z−
component). a) tΩci = 8, b) tΩci = 10, and c) tΩci = 12.
compression and heating, respectively). By means of a
linear fitting during the exponential growth phase of the
logarithm of the fastest growing Bz at the CS midplane,
we obtain γ/Ωci = 1.30 (see Fig. 19). This is just half
of the theoretical estimated value, but a good approxi-
mation considering that the growth of Weibel instability
should be slower due to the (small) magnetization inside
the CS and the fact that the maximum wavelength of
its unstable mode is constrained by the island size.81 All
these results evidence that we indeed observe a Weibel
instability in the exhaust region of the CS in the case of
antiparallel magnetic field bg = 0. For finite but small
guide fields, such as bg = 0.26 (shown in Fig. 1b)), we
also see structures in the exhaust that agree with most
of the aforementioned features of a Weibel instability.
For even stronger guide fields (e.g., bg & 1.0), however,
there are no signatures of Weibel structures. This should
be expected because the magnetization in the exhaust
of reconnection suppresses completely this unmagnetized
plasma temperature anisotropy driven instability.
The balance of the non-ideal reconnecting electric field
also agrees with most results of previous studies of an-
tiparallel magnetic reconnection. Fig. 20 shows the spa-
tial distribution of the contributions to the electric field
(generalized Ohm’s law) due to the non-gyrotropic elec-
tron pressure term, and Fig. 21 shows the electric field
due the electron inertia (see Eq. (3)). The non-gyrotropic
pressure term (Fig. 20) balances most of the convec-
tive electric field responsible for the Weibel structures in
the exhaust (associated with the temperature anisotropy)
and also, near the X-line, for the non-ideal electric field
Ez,nonideal−LHS . The pressure term displays a double
peak structure near the X-line along y, with a dip at
the very X-line. The electron inertia term also reveals a
double peak structure along y near the X-line, although
without the central dip. These features were shown
and explained in a number of previous studies (see, e.g.,
Refs. 43, 86, and 87).
The most relevant contribution to the non-ideal elec-
tric field comes from Ez,pressure (Fig. 20), both near the
X-line and in the exhaust regions, balancing the struc-
tures formed by the Weibel instability. The spatial struc-
ture of the two non-gyrotropic (off-diagonal) pressure
tensor components of Ez,pressure displays a double peak
structure near the X-line along y, together with a dip
at the very X-line. All these symmetries and features
were predicted88,89 and confirmed by fully-kinetic87,90–93
and hybrid code simulations with an evolution equation
for the electron pressure tensor94,95. They are due to
the meandering motion of electrons near the neutral line,
mediating momentum transport between regions close to
the X-line to those outside, which corresponds to a quasi-
viscosity. They have a well known characteristic length
scale which agrees with our results.91,93 Our results differ
in the pressure term only by the presence of Weibel struc-
tures in the exhaust and in the inflow region just next to
the X-line. The latter is, perhaps, due to the anisotropic
heating of the background plasma population, different
from the current carriers. Note that low resolution PiC
simulations, with low order shape functions, without cur-
rent smoothing, too small number of particle per cells or
not resolving well enough the smallest electron length
scales might not display accurately the structure of the
off-diagonal terms of the electron pressure or electron in-
ertia, due to the enhanced effective collisionality or nu-
merical heating effects80,96.
The change of behavior for finite guide fields, leading
to increasing asymmetries of the generalized Ohm’s law
terms, has also been shown to be related to the non-
gyrotropic pressure as well43,97,98.
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